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Abstract:
The NRC and the nuclear industry struggled for many years with the

development of a viable license renewal rule. Now that a workable rule appears to
have been developed, and the first license renewal applicants have received
renewed licenses, the floodgates have opened and a large number of nuclear
utilities have announced intentions to seek renewed NRC operating licenses. In this
time when profound changes are being experienced in the electric generation
markets in the United States, nuclear plant license renewal can have several
economic effects that should be considered by utilities prior to the pursuit of an NRC
license renewal. This paper examines some of the factors that may be affected by
the prospect of an additional 20-year operating life of a nuclear plant.

License renewal offers the prospect to utilities of additional future generating
capacity at a relatively low capital investment cost. In addition, license renewal
would appear to provide benefits to society. These benefits include continued
profitable use of the nuclear plant sites and the distribution grids built around them,
as well as a continued source of jobs for the communities in which they are located.
Operating nuclear plants for longer lives will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, will
take pressure off of fossil fuel reserves, and will contribute to the diversity of fuel
sources that makes the U.S. electricity grid relatively safe from threats to one fuel
type or another.

A license renewal removes an absolute barrier to continued operation of a nuclear
plant. With a renewed license in hand, nuclear plant operators can extend their
planning horizon. An assumed longer life can provide more justification for large
capital expenditures, such as a steam generator replacement. Generation capacity
planners may be able to delay the installation of new capacity. However, license
renewal also may have implications for other economic considerations that might not
be expected. For example, for nuclear plants that are still under the jurisdiction of
rate regulators, license extension could affect the collection of stranded costs as the
utility becomes deregulated. With a license extension, the value of the plant to a
potential buyer might be altered, and property taxes might increase. Depreciation
rates may be affected by license extension. Spent fuel storage issues may be
complicated. Further, rate regulators may reconsider decommissioning trust
funding. Utility management evaluating NRC license renewal should consider these
less-obvious economic issues.
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Nuclear plant license renewal has long been allowed by the Atomic
Energy Act. However, it has only been relatively recently that nuclear plant
license renewal has become a reality. The original operating licenses issued by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for commercial nuclear plants have
been for 40 years. Under the Atomic Energy Act and implementing NRC
regulations found in 10 CFR Part 54, nuclear plant licenses may be renewed for
additional terms of up to 20 years at a time, provided, generally, that applications
cannot be filed for plants that are not yet past the 20 year mark of their original
license.2 There is no statutory or regulatory limitation on how many additional
terms a nuclear plant license could be extended. In theory, a nuclear plant could
ultimately be granted license extensions, one at a time, that would extend the
operating life of the plant to a hundred years or more. For today, however, such
additional license extensions are merely hypothetical, as nuclear plant operators
are focused on obtaining the first extension.

If utilities holding nuclear plants are able to extend the operating lives of
those plants, they will capture the benefits of additional generating capacity at a
relatively low capital cost. By the end of the initial license term, most nuclear
operators will have substantially depreciated the original cost of the physical
plant. The marginal capital cost to extend the life of the plant may consist of the
capitalized costs to prosecute a license extension, the capital costs of any
additional commitments identified in the license renewal process, and the capital
costs to replace or upgrade components that cannot operate to the end of an
extended license term without the requisite margins of safety. Depending on
what is included in the accounting, the cost of prosecuting a license extension
can run $8 to $14 million. So far, the cost of additional commitments identified in
license renewal applications has not been deemed to be excessive. The costs

1 This paper does not constitute legal advice, but rather is a general discussion of some of the factors
that may confront a nuclear plant owner. The nuclear plant owner should seek the advice of counsel having
knowledge of the specific facts confronting the owner regarding any of the issues raised in this paper.
2 See 10 C.F.R. § 54.17(c). On October 1, 1999, the NRC granted an exemption to this requirement
to Catawba Units 1 and 2 and McGuire Unit 2. In those cases, the licensee, Duke Energy Corp., stated that
it did not seek an exemption from the 40-year limit imposed on the operating licenses for power reactor
facilities licensed under Section 103 of the Atomic Energy Act. This means that the operating lives of the
units, as defined by the license duration, could be shortened from the theoretical maximum for a single
license renewal.
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for major component replacement can be a wild card, but many pressurized
water reactor plants have found the need to replace steam generators to secure
additional operating life, at a cost from $120 to $200 million per unit. The final
decision to operate a plant past its originally licensed life will turn on the
investment required to secure life extension, the ongoing production cost at the
plant, the market and demand for electricity at the time, and the utility's capacity
needs, among other considerations. However, a renewed NRC license allows
plant management to extend its planning horizon to justify more of the larger
investments often required at nuclear plants.

Nuclear plant license extension, and ultimately nuclear plant life extension,
also offer the promise of significant benefits to electric power consumers. One of
these is the displacement of the use of fossil fuel fired plants. The use of nuclear
power production instead of fossil fuel power production results in lower overall
emissions of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulates,
among other emissions. Some of these emissions have been linked to acid rain,
poor air quality, and as some theorize, global warming. The use of nuclear
power production takes pressure off the markets for fossil fuels, and will extend
the life of those finite resources. If the United States had more nuclear power
production available, it is likely the natural gas price spikes experienced in the
winter of 2000-01 would have been less severe. Nuclear power also increases
the country's fuel diversity, lessening the risk of shortages and outages if one fuel
supply is disrupted.

Another benefit of nuclear plant life extension is the continued beneficial
use of the sites upon which the plants are located, as well as the electrical
distribution grids built up around them. Many communities depend heavily on the
nuclear plants in their area for well paying jobs, taxes that support their schools
and government infrastructure, as well as the energy, not to mention the support
businesses that develop around the plants. Further, continued reliance on the
nuclear plant's capacity allows generation capacity planners to avoid the
construction of new capacity.

In spite of the fact that nuclear power has suffered at times from a poor
public image, nuclear power in the United States has proven to be a highly safe
source of generation. The worst nuclear power plant incident in the United
States, the March 1979 event at Three Mile Island Unit 2, resulted in no
appreciable radiation exposure to the public. The multiple levels of defense
designed into United States commercial nuclear reactors provide excellent public
safety.

Although environmental concerns over the long-term disposal of
radioactive waste exist, no fuel source for commercial generation is free from
some environmental concern. Even "renewable" energy sources challenge eco-
systems. For example, hydropower dams can interfere with the habitats of fish,
and wind power generators can kill significant numbers of migratory birds. The
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disposal of radioactive wastes has been hindered by the parochial interests of
states and other governmental bodies to move the waste disposal sites to
someone else's property. Nevertheless, many sites that have been selected
provide excellent qualities for long-term disposal.

Given all the potential benefits of nuclear plant life extension, it makes
sense to pursue license renewal if the utility has any notion that benefits to
extending the life of a nuclear plant exist. However, in making that decision, the
utility's managers need to consider all the costs and benefits. Some of these
considerations may not be readily apparent. This paper will identify and discuss
some of the issues that may arise. These issues have presented themselves,
either as litigated issues or threatened issues, in the course of the author's legal
representation of nuclear plants in several jurisdictions.

The balance of this paper will consider the potential economic impacts that
could conceivably flow from the issuance of a renewed license to a rate regulated
nuclear operator. The paper will also address why these impacts should not
happen. The impacts that will be discussed are potential effects on stranded
costs, and depreciation rates. The paper will also address potential impact on
the value of the plant to a potential buyer, spent fuel storage issues,
decommissioning trust funding, and property taxes.

Potential Effect on Stranded Costs

As part of the "deal" struck between regulators and utilities prior to
deregulation, utilities generally had an obligation to serve whatever load came
into their service territory. In return, ratepayers were obligated to pay the utility's
reasonable and prudent costs in providing that service, plus a reasonable return
on the utility's capital investment. The costs paid to the utility include operating
and maintenance expenses, fuel expenses, and depreciation expenses.

In the 1970s and 1980s, by executive order of President Jimmy Carter,
utilities were no longer able to rely on natural gas technology for new generation
capacity. This constraint, coupled with environmental concerns relating to coal-
fired generation, made nuclear generation technology an attractive option. As a
result of these and other factors, many utilities chose to construct nuclear power
facilities to meet their regulatory obligation to serve their loads. As we now know,
however, nuclear power plants eventually cost more to construct and operate
after the utilities had committed to them. A significant contributor to the
increased cost was increased regulatory requirements flowing from the March
1979 incident at Three Mile Island Unit 2. Although many utilities elected to cut
their losses and terminate nuclear projects under way as costs dramatically
escalated, many completed their projects. Although these completions are
fortunate for today's power supply needs, they have left many utilities with
significant investments in nuclear plants that are relatively young. The youth of
these plants means that in many cases, much of the original construction cost



remains undepreciated, and therefore the ratepayers have not paid the utilities
back for this investment. To the extent that the nuclear plants' market value is
less than the remaining amount to be depreciated, the nuclear utilities are left
with amounts on their books that could not be recovered except from ratepayers
if the plants were sold.

Stranded costs are those costs that the utility has incurred that may not be
recoverable in a competitive market following deregulation. To the extent that
nuclear utilities carry on their books higher undepreciated nuclear plant balances
(book value less accumulated depreciation) that exceed the market value of their
plants, these nuclear utilities have stranded costs, at least associated with those
nuclear plants.3 In other words, if depreciation on the plants were included in the
cost of electricity from the plants, the electricity from the plants would not be
competitive with market prices. In those states where stranded costs are allowed
to be recovered, the ratepayers will be assessed a non-bypassable4 charge in
one form or another that results in the ratepayers reimbursing the utility for its net
stranded costs over some period of time.

Stranded costs may be computed using any of several different methods.
The challenge is to establish the market value of the plants, since the book
values are already known. Some utilities will sell generation assets in the open
market, using the sale price to establish the market value of the assets. Other
market values will be established using a formulaic methodology, such as is
being used in Texas. Still other market values will be established using long-
term capacity sales from the nuclear plant, such as allowed in Arkansas. Other
states may permit the utilities to negotiate with interested parties to establish a
compromise value for stranded costs, such as has been seen in the case of
Calvert Cliffs before the Maryland Public Service Commission.

If a utility uses some sort of sale price to establish market value of nuclear
plants for the stranded cost calculation, license extension should not be a factor
expressly considered in the stranded cost determination, although market
participants may make assumptions regarding license extension, and ultimately
life extension, in any bid or sale price. If, however, the market value of a nuclear
plant is not established using an actual sale price, a license renewal may make a
difference in the final determination of stranded costs for the nuclear plant. This

3 A utility may also have old fossil plants that have a higher market value than the undepreciated
book value of the plants. For those plants, stranded costs are negative - in other words, the ratepayers have
paid the utility more than they should have if the plant now becomes the unrestricted property of the utility.
Negative stranded costs are often referred to as stranded benefits. Generally, a public service commission
determining stranded costs would be expected to net positive and negative stranded cost values in
determining a final stranded cost value for a utility.
4 A "non-bypassable charge" is a charge that electric consumers may not be able to avoid by
switching to another electrical generator, an in some cases, may not even be able to avoid by switching to
co-generation.



author has seen state regulators' staffs and intervenors suggest increases in the
valuation of nuclear plants using an assumption that a license extension
essentially means that the nuclear plant will operate for the full duration of the
extension. As the life of a plant is increased, the syllogism goes, the present
value of the plant is increased, which, in turn, reduces stranded costs. Many
intervenors are ratepayers whose only objective in these cases is to lower their
rates, and many of them will vigorously pursue any theory that poses the
possibility of lower charges.

Even assuming no actual sale price is used to establish stranded costs, if
a stranded cost calculation is based on a market analysis, one might argue that a
license renewal would increase the market value of the plant, and thus reduce
stranded costs. To date, none of the nuclear plants that have been sold on the
open market have had a renewed NRC license, so there is no empirical evidence
to validate such a proposition.

Potential Effect on Depreciation Rates

In the regulated utility environment, rates are set to include some amount
of depreciation of the book value of the physical plant of the generation facility.
Depreciation rates are typically based, at least in theory, on the life of assets. Of
course, a nuclear plant consists of separate assets with varying lives, some
having nominal lives less than the typical forty-year design life of the plant itself.
As a result, at least some of the book value of a nuclear facility is likely to be
depreciated at greater rates than long-lived components such as found in the
nuclear steam supply system. However, some of the book value of the plant is
likely to be depreciated based on the original licensed life of the plant.

A license renewal could present a situation where the original basis for the
depreciation might no longer be considered appropriate by a regulator. In a
potentially related example, U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) recently decreased the depreciation rate for the Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station in Mississippi based on an extension to the NRC operating license.5

Grand Gulf had operated at low power for a couple of years after it received its
original operating license. Entergy Operations, Inc., the operator of Grand Gulf,
petitioned the NRC for a recapture of the low power operating time on the
operating license. The NRC granted that request. The FERC reduced the
depreciation charges included in the costs for energy from Grand Gulf to account
for an assumed longer life of Grand Gulf, corresponding to the additional time on
the operating licensed granted by the NRC.

The foregoing revision to the Grand Gulf license in reality only revised the
license to accord with the design life of the plant. In contrast, a Part 54 license

5 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Opinion and Order Affirming in part, Reversing in part,
and Modifying in part Initial Decision, Docket No. ER95-1042-000, dated July 31,2000.
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renewal would be expected to allow operation of the plant past its original design
life. However, a Part 54 license renewal might be used by a regulator as the
basis for revisions to the depreciation charges for a nuclear plant receiving such
a license extension. Presumably, the new depreciation charges would be the
book value of the plant, less accumulated depreciation, divided by the remaining
time on the extended license. All else being equal, such a move would serve to
lower depreciation charges, and rates, for the plant in question.

Potential Effect on the Value of the Plant to a Buyer

Somewhat related to the valuation used for stranded cost determination is
the potential effect on the valuation of the plant to a buyer resulting from a
license renewal. The argument might go that the plant is worth more if the
license has already been renewed. However, as will be discussed further below,
a license renewal does not provide any information about the ultimate life of a
nuclear plant. Further, a license renewal should be viewed the same as the
resolution of any other problem that might have an effect on the lifetime of the
plant, such as the replacement of failing steam generators.

A license renewal for a plant removes one task that a future owner might
have to accomplish at the plant, and the new owner would avoid the expenditure
of the several million dollars required to prosecute a license renewal. Further,
acquisition of a renewed license removes uncertainty about whether a renewed
license for the plant may actually be obtained. But there is a possibility that a
new owner might regard commitments entered into during the license renewal to
be more onerous than the new owner would have committed to itself had it
prosecuted the license itself. Because the cost of fulfilling commitments can
easily outpace the cost of a license renewal, it would be possible for extraneous
commitments made in a license renewal application to subtract value from the
plant. In that case, the new owner might consider it necessary to expend
resources to seek a reduction in the commitments from the NRC.

Potential Effect on Spent Fuel Storage Issues

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has entered into contracts with all
the owners of U.S. commercial nuclear plants that provide that the DOE is to
begin acceptance of spent nuclear fuel from the plants beginning on January 31,
1998. When the acceptance date came and went without the DOE having a
repository available for the spent nuclear fuel, many utilities filed suit against the
DOE seeking various relief. Some utilities have entered into settlement
negotiations with the DOE regarding the spent fuel pickup obligations, and PECO
recently entered into a settlement agreement with the DOE regarding spent fuel
pickup obligations at the Peach Bottom plant.6 That settlement has recently

6 Amendment to Contract DE-CR01-83 NE 44405 Between U.S. Department of Energy and PECO
Energy Company, dated July 19, 2000.
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been challenged in federal court by over a dozen nuclear utilities, on grounds
that it violates the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, and exceeds the authority
of the U.S. Secretary of Energy.7 Regardless of the outcome of that litigation, it
appears the DOE will not begin acceptance of any spent nuclear fuel before the
year 2010.

In light of the DOE's inability to complete a final repository for spent
nuclear fuel, nuclear utilities will have to develop other options for storage of the
spent nuclear fuel in the interim before ultimate DOE acceptance. Most plants do
not have available wet storage facilities that will accommodate sufficient spent
fuel to allow operation for their full design life. Dry storage casks appear to be
the current preferred means of augmenting the wet storage capabilities to allow
continued operations of the plants.

License renewal poses the possibility of the need for storage facilities for
significant additional spent nuclear fuel assemblies. For those utilities using dry
storage casks, license renewal may create the need for the development of a
more substantial Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, or ISFSI, licensed
under 10 C.F.R. Part 72. The nuclear plant owner should evaluate the feasibility
of whatever storage option it has elected for the period of an extended license
life.

Spent fuel storage is not an issue peculiarly associated with license
renewal. It is on ongoing operational issue. However, a license renewal poses
the potential of having more spent fuel assemblies stored on a reactor site than
would otherwise have been present at the site (assuming continued DOE default
in its pickup obligations). There could be political repercussions flowing from that
possibility if the nuclear plant is located in an area where anti-nuclear activists
are prevalent.

Potential Effect on Decommissioning Trust Funding

One of the conditions of a commercial nuclear plant license is that the
holder be able to provide reasonable assurance that funds will be available in the
future to decommission the plant.8 Among the ways that NRC regulations allow
license holders to provide this assurance is through the use of an external
sinking fund, or trust fund, financed by periodic payments from ratepayers.9

7 Alabama Power Company, et al v. U.S. Department of Energy,et al, Case Number 00-16138-J,
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. Although this case is being heard by the Court
of Appeals, it is not an appeal from a lower court. Federal rules provide that appeals from agency orders,
such as an order of the DOE, are heard in the U.S. Courts of Appeal.
8 See 10 C.F.R. § 50.33(k).
9 See 10 C.F.R. § 50.75(e)(l)(ii).
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Typically, regulated nuclear plant operators will submit a decommissioning

cost estimate to the rate regulator every few years, and the estimate will be
reviewed. If it is approved, collections for contribution into the decommissioning
trust fund are computed so that at the end of the plant's life, sufficient funds will
be available to decommission the plant according to the most recent estimate.10

The decommissioning cost estimate is typically stated in terms of current value
dollars, so an inflation escalator must be applied to estimate the actual cost at
the assumed decommissioning time. Likewise, assumptions are made about the
investment returns that will be achieved on the funds in the trust. The assumed
life of the plant for purposes of these calculations is usually the licensed life, as
called for in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.159, section 2.2.5.

If the trust funds are earning (or are assumed by a regulator to be earning)
at a rate in excess of the inflation rate of decommissioning costs, it is in the
ratepayers' interest to delay decommissioning, all else being equal. This is
because the excess of the trust fund earnings over the inflation rate are credited
against the ratepayers' funding obligation. In such a situation, there might be an
incentive for the regulator to assume decommissioning will occur later. An
assumed life extension might be used to justify that assumption.

Recently, in Arkansas, the Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC)
assumed a life extension for the Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) plant based on its
assumption that ANO would obtain a license renewal for both its units.11 At the
time the APSC made that decision, only one of the two units had been the
subject of a license renewal application with the NRC, and the NRC had not even
acted on that application. The APSC used the assumed life extension as the
basis to reduce ANO's decommissioning trust funding. In fact, the APSC set the
new rate of collections for ANO's decommissioning trust to zero. Certainly, when
ANO's management decided to pursue a license renewal application for one of
the plant's units, it did not expect that action would ultimately result in elimination
of collections for ANO's decommissioning trust. A similar proposal to eliminate

10 There may be situations, however, where the rate regulator may deliberately underfund the
decommissioning trust. For example, under Texas rules, the Public Utility Commission of Texas is not
allowed to approve contingency rates included in the decommissioning cost estimate in excess of 10
percent. Public Utility Commission of Texas Substantive Rules, § 25.23 l(b)(l)(F)(i). Contingency
amounts for various categories of decommissioning costs typically exceed 10 percent. Cutting back on the
estimate to the arbitrary 10 percent contingency amount results in a de facto shortage in the
decommissioning estimate, and consequently a programmed deficiency in the trust funding. It is not clear
how the Texas regulator will ultimately deal with this problem, that affects all nuclear plants regulated by
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, including some outside the state boundaries.
11 Arkansas Public Service Commission, In the Matter of Arkansas Power and Light Company's
Proposed Nuclear Decommissioning Cost Rider M26 and Proposed Depreciation Rate Reduction Rider
M41, Order No. 32, dated October 3,2000.



collections for River Bend's decommissioning trust has been made by
consultants for the Louisiana Public Service Commission Staff.12

Potential Effect on Property Taxes

Somewhat related to the issue of stranded costs is the issue of property taxes.
As in the case of stranded costs, it might be argued that an assumed extension
to the life of a nuclear plant makes the plant more valuable for purposes of ad
valorem taxation of the physical plant. Some utilities have negotiated property
tax relief from taxing authorities, which relief may have expired by the time a
license renewal is obtained. Utilities that obtain license renewals on their nuclear
plants may expect to have the taxing authorities re-appraise the facilities using
the assumption of an extended operating lifetime, potentially resulting in property
tax increases. The operators of plants that are subject to state or federal rate
regulation should, in theory, be able to pass the property tax increases through
rates, although with regulators facing pressures to reduce costs, such an
increase may not be forthcoming. Property tax increases on non-regulated
plants will directly affect those plants' bottom line.

Problems with the Assumption of Extended Life

Ratepayers would have a pecuniary interest in reducing rates, including
non-bypassable charges resulting from stranded costs, by having the regulator
assume plants will extend their operating lives. However, there are potential
problems with such rate reductions. The primary problem is that the acquisition
of, or the potential acquisition of, a renewed license is not tantamount to a finding
that a nuclear plant will in fact operate any longer than the duration of its original
license. In fact, history has shown that nuclear plant closures can be
unpredictable. A prime example of a plant that appeared to be well positioned for
pursuing a license extension but was ultimately decommissioned early is the
Yankee Atomic Electric Company's Yankee Rowe plant. Yankee Rowe was
designated as a lead plant in the Electric Power Research Institute's license
renewal efforts in the mid-1980s. However, the NRC identified potential
problems with reactor pressure vessel embrittlement at Yankee Rowe, and its
management ultimately decided to shut down the plant. The Yankee Rowe
experience shows that even plants that appear to be excellent candidates for
license renewal may face economic issues that make life extension uneconomic.

Even for plants that are granted an extended license by the NRC, it may
not be appropriate to infer therefrom that the plant will in fact operate for the
period of the extended license. The NRC's review of a license renewal

Testimony has been filed at the Louisiana Public Service Commission in re Seventh Annual
Monitoring of Entergy Gulf States, Inc.'s Louisiana Jurisdictional Revenue Requirement Study Under
Terms of the Joint Regulatory Proposal Set Forth in Appendix 1 to Commission Order No. U-19904,
Docket No. U-24993. That testimony also proposes reductions to depreciation charges on similar grounds.
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application and subsequent grant of an extended license does not equate to a
finding by the NRC that the plant in question will operate, or is even capable of
operating, past its originally licensed life. The NRC's review under 10 CFR Part
54 is primarily concerned with the aging management programs a licensee has in
place. For example, Appendix B, Section 4.18 of the license renewal application
for Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 describes the aging management program for
reactor vessel integrity. The licensee does not make any representation that this
critical component is presently situated to perform adequately for another twenty
years past the original license expiration. Instead, the licensee represents that
the programs in place for the reactor vessel provide "reasonable assurance that
applicable aging effects will be managed." Significantly, the management of
aging effects may include cessation of use of the part or system in question if
monitoring activities suggest that course of action is appropriate, which could in
turn result in plant retirement. Rate regulators should understand that the NRC's
grant of a license extension is not tantamount to a warranty or representation that
the plant will continue operating into an extended license term.

Most U.S. commercial nuclear plants were designed assuming a 40-year
operating life. Certainly, some components would not be expected to last that
long and would be expected to be replaced during the operating life. Examples
of these type components are the nuclear fuel assemblies, control blades, certain
neutron flux sensors, and various filter media. However, major systems were
designed to last 40 years, and design calculations employed a 40-year life
assumption. At the time of design, there was no need to assume or justify
anything beyond a 40-year life for design or selection of plant components.

Because the plants were designed to operate for 40 years, there is some
basis for an expectation that plants should operate that long for purposes of
setting depreciation rates and stranded costs, for decommissioning planning, and
other purposes. However, there is less, if any, basis for an assumption that a
plant that is designed for a 40-year life will be able to, and indeed will, operate
past that term, up to the 60 year maximum allowed by a license renewal.

A review of the history of the operations of U.S. commercial nuclear plants
shows that, so far, no U.S. commercial nuclear plant has been able even to
operate to the end of its original 40-year license. The oldest currently operating
plants are approximately 31 years old - Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point 1,
which both began commercial operation on December 1, 1969. However, many
plants have been decommissioned in advance of the expiration of their NRC
licenses. The following table shows U.S. commercial nuclear reactors that
operated for some time, but have ceased operations. As can be seen, no plant
has yet achieved a 40-year operating life. The average life of these plants is
17.6 years.

10
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Plant Name

Big Rock Point
Dresden 1
Fermi 1
Fort St. Vrain
GE VBWR
Haddam Neck
Humboldt Bay 3
Indian Point 1
La Crosse
Maine Yankee
Millstone 1
Pathfinder
Peach Bottom 1
Rancho Seco 1
San Onofre 1
Shippingport
Shoreham
Three Mile Island 2
Trojan
Yankee Rowe
Zion 1
Zion2

Year Ceased
Operations

1997
1978
1972
1989
1963
1996
1976
1974
1987
1997
1998
1967
1974
1989
1992
1982
1989
1979
1992
1991
1998
1998

No. Years
Operated

34
19
9
16
6
30
14
13
20
25
27
4
9
15
26
25
0
1
17
28
24
24

Furthermore, the NRC's primary mission is safety, not cost. The aging
management programs required by the license renewal proceedings may
ultimately identify problems that could result in plant retirement. For example,
consider the reactor vessel integrity example from Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1
mentioned above. One possible response to a problem detected by the reactor
vessel aging management program could be to replace the reactor vessel.
Certainly most nuclear managers would agree that at this time, replacement of a
reactor vessel would be highly questionable from an economic standpoint. The
NRC may find that the licensee's aging management program is completely
acceptable, and yet that very program would tend to detect problems that could
result in a plant shutdown for economic reasons.

Reductions of decommissioning fund collections based on a license
renewal may ultimately subject electric customers to an unexpected increase in
electricity rates if the nuclear plant is unable to operate to the full term
contemplated by the license renewal. Even if the generation from the plant has
been deregulated, the decommissioning liability will likely be a non-bypassable
charge that will still be the responsibility of customers. Thus, if a plant has to be
decommissioned early, as has been the case with every retired U.S. commercial

11



nuclear plant to date, the decommissioning trust fund may come up short, and
the nuclear plant owner will have to go to the regulator for the shortfall.

Another problem with reduction of decommissioning trust fund collections
is the potential that the decommissioning cost estimate upon which collections
had previously been based may be grossly understated. Although
decommissioning cost estimates may be completed using the best available
information today, drastic increases in the decommissioning costs are possible.
The prime source of such an increase might be the costs for disposal of
radioactive wastes. Radioactive waste burial costs have increased dramatically
over the years, and it appears unlikely that environmental regulations will be
relaxed to permit any abatement in the costs. Indeed, the trend of environmental
regulation is to increase expense. Further, significant changes in the standards
required for termination of the license for a decommissioned site could have
costly consequences. For example, many decommissioning cost estimates
assume that the cleanup work remediates the site to the NRC's 25 millirem per
year residual dose rate set out in 10 C.F.R. § 20.1402. However, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) takes the position that licensees should
decontaminate the decommissioned sites to a level of 15 millirem per year
residual dose rate, and limit groundwater exposure to 4 millirem per year.
Should the EPA prevail in its requirements, cleanup costs could be increased
substantially.

To date, rate regulators have generally permitted utilities to collect
decommissioning trust shortfalls from ratepayers.13 For example, the
decommissioning trust funds were not completely funded for the Trojan and
Maine Yankee plants when those plants were shut down, however, their public
utility commissions are permitting the licensees to continue collecting
decommissioning funds for the work.14 However, as deregulation progresses, it
may become more difficult to convince rate regulators and the general public to
pay decommissioning costs over several years for a nuclear plant that is
providing no output to the ratepayers. A question of intergenerational equity is
raised where one generation is asked to pay for past benefits obtained by a
previous generation.

The risk of having to go back to the regulator for an order that ratepayers
cover a shortfall in a decommissioning trust fund could be that the nuclear plant's
owners have to pay for part or all of the shortfall. If there is a shortfall, and a
request is made for additional funds, there would likely be an inquiry into the

13 Further, utilities that have entered bankruptcy have been able to cover their decommissioning
liabilities, such as in the case of the bankruptcies of Cajun Electric Power Cooperative involving the River
Bend plant, and El Paso Electric Company involving the Palo Verde plant.

See United States General Accounting Office Report to Congressional Requesters, "Nuclear
Regulation - Better Oversight Needed to Ensure Accumulation of Funds to Decommission Nuclear Power
Plants," May 1999, at page 21.
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prudence of the entire decommissioning project, if not an inquiry into the
prudence of the shutdown decision. In any such inquiry, there is a risk that the
rate regulator will "disallow" certain decommissioning costs based on findings
that the costs were excessive, mistakes were made, or other such grounds. In
that case, the nuclear plant's owners would not be allowed to collect the
disallowed amounts from the ratepayers, and it is not clear what the results of
that action might be. If the nuclear plant owner is not financially solvent enough
to cover any disallowances, there is a risk the nuclear plant site could be left
without the planned level of remediation.15

Finally, with respect to reductions in decommissioning collections based
on a potential life extension or on a license renewal, it should be noted that
reductions in decommissioning collections run counter to insights provided in a
recent U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) report. The GAO's year-and-a-half
long study resulted in a conclusion that the licensees of almost half of U.S.
commercial nuclear reactors were not accumulating funds sufficient for eventual
decommissioning of their plants.16 The report further concluded that electricity
deregulation is expected to cause or contribute to more premature plant
retirements.17 Reductions in decommissioning trust funding based on assumed
plant life extension runs counter to the major finding of the GAO's study.

Conclusion

Early acquisition of a renewed NRC license appears on its face to be a
wise move. However, a renewed license opens the doors to other potential
problems, some of which can affect a nuclear plant owner's risks and cash flow.
This paper has presented some of the potential ramifications flowing from a
renewed NRC license that should be considered by nuclear plant managers prior
to seeking the renewed license. Other consequences may be apparent from the
individual situation of individual licensees.

15 It is unlikely the nuclear plant owner would be able to leave the site without removing the
radiological hazard and having all NRC licenses terminated.
16 See United States General Accounting Office Report to Congressional Requesters, "Nuclear
Regulation - Better Oversight Needed to Ensure Accumulation of Funds to Decommission Nuclear Power
Plants," May 1999, at page 16.
17 Id.
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